Rubber Flooring by

ARTIGO ZEUS
ARTIGO BS CLASSIC

ARTIGO BS CLASSIC Solid colour round studded tiles
Product description
BS Classic is the modern day evolution of Pirelli’s original studded flooring and its legitimate heir. Suitable for the
Commerical, Educational,Transport and Retail Sectors. Popular for its intense visual impact, BS Classic has been
widely used to give new environments a greater level of graphical definition. With twenty strong and stylish colours,
BS Classic is available in tile format with an enhanced TXL finish for greater protection against wear and tear.

Colours
Artigo BS Classic solid colour round studded tiles come in a range of twenty modern and stylish colours. That are
sure to create a bold statement in any environment.
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Artigo Zeus rubber flooring features design, outstanding durability in extremely
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Ideal applications

Specifications
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colours of both bright and neutral tones, BS Classic is suitable for most high traffic environments.
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Airports and Train Stations
Universities
Libraries and Museums

Key Product Benefits
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5.6kg/m
3.8 kg/m2

LONG LASTING
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Artigo Zeus tiles come in a range of 16 modern and
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sure to create a bold statement in any environment.
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Dimensional stability ensures no gaps
between flooring joints, even over time

LOW MAINTENANCE

Stain and chemical resistant rubber
Granito / Grain
reduces the detergent, water and
energy required for cleaning

ROBUST

Highly resistant to wear and cigarette
burns

SAFE AND COMFORTABLE

Non slip rubber flooring material
reduces noise and static electricity

COST EFFECTIVE

Lightweight, with reduced thickness, for
fast installation and easy maintenance

EASY TO SPECIFY
16 colours to choose from, available as

Specifications
NZBC Protection from fire - Compliant
Artigo Zeus with hammered texture makes covering areas with total colour easy
and effortless. Available in 16 colours of neutral tones. Zeus is suitable for most
high traffic environments.
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rubber flooring tiles

ENVIRONMENTALLY SOUND

Greenguard and Blue Angel certified.

